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Integrated environmental, social & governance

Environmental  Social Corporate governance

§ Climate change

§ Sustainability

§ Air and water pollution

§Water scarcity

§  Biodiversity and habitat
protection

§ Site rehabilitation

§ Human rights

§ Community impact

§ Health and safety

§ Child and forced labour

§ Employee relations

§ Board independence

§ Board accountability

§ Executive compensation

§  Shareholder rights
and voting

§ Anti-corruption

What is ESG?
RBC Global Asset Management’s take on environmental, social & corporate governance 
(ESG) investing

Our approach to ESG
At RBC Global Asset Management (RBC GAM), we believe 
that being an active, engaged and responsible owner 
empowers us to enhance the long-term, sustainable 
performance of our portfolios. We recognise that the 
rights we have as a large, global investor come with the 
obligation to actively use those rights in a responsible way.

We believe that the proper disclosure and consideration 
of environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) 
risks and opportunities by the companies or countries 
in which we are invested is critical to strengthening the 
overall performance of our portfolios. 

We seek to integrate ESG factors into our investment 
process when doing so may have a material impact on our 
investment risk or return.

Our commitment to integrate ESG factors into our investment 
process is firm-wide. In addition, we have a dedicated 
Corporate Governance and Responsible Investment (CGRI) 
team whose role is to advance ESG integration by managing 
and coordinating ESG research, engaging with our investee 
companies on ESG-related issues, overseeing all of our 
proxy voting, collaborating with like-minded investors and 
engaging with lawmakers or regulators.

What ESG is What ESG is not

ü§Enhanced analysis of companies û§Socially responsible investing (SRI)

ü§Better understanding of overall risk and opportunity û§Ethical investing

ü§§Active ownership or stewardship 
§ Company engagement and proxy voting 
§  Working with other managers/owners to address ESG issues

û§Values-based judgments of a security or sector

û§Negative screening to eliminate companies or sectors



Responsible investment commitments
RBC Global Asset Management is a signatory to the 
UN Principles of Responsible Investment (UN PRI). We 
are committed to putting the UN PRI’s six Principles of 
Responsible Investment into practice and believe they 
are aligned with our existing approach to responsible 
investment.

The PRI assesses signatories’ approaches to the Principles 
based on its assessment methodology. As indicated in our 
most recent Assessment Report’s Summary Scorecard, the 
PRI gave our overall “Strategy & Governance” and “Listed 
Equity – Active Ownership” modules scores of A+.

RBC Global Asset Management is a founding member of the 
Investor Stewardship Group (ISG). The ISG is a collective 
of institutional investors brought together to establish a 
framework of basic standards of investment stewardship 
for institutional investors and corporate governance 
principles for U.S. listed companies.

RBC Global Asset Management1 is a Tier 1 signatory to the 
UK Stewardship Code, which aims to enhance the quality 
of engagement between asset managers and companies 
to help improve long-term risk-adjusted returns to 
shareholders.

1This reference to RBC Global Asset Management  includes one or more of the following: RBC Global Asset Management (U.S.) Inc. (RBC GAM-US), RBC 
Global Asset Management Inc., RBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited, BlueBay Asset Management LLP, BlueBay Asset Management USA LLC and RBC 
Global Asset Management (Asia) Limited.
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Strategy & Governance

Listed Equity - Incorporation

Listed Equity - Active Ownership

Fixed Income - Sovereign/Supranational/Agency

Fixed Income - Corporate Financial

Fixed Income - Corporate Non-Financial
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RBC Global Asset Management 
Leaders in responsible investment

Fully integegrated ESG
All investment teams integrate rel-
evant ESG factors into their invest-

ment processes 

Client-driven solutions and 
reporting

We align our solutions with client 
demand and provide transparent 

and meaningful reporting

Active stewardship
We convey our views through 

thoughtful proxy voting, engage-
ment with issuers and regulatory 

bodies, and collaboration with 
other like-minded investors

2019 PRI summary scorecard for RBC GAM

Source: RBC Global Asset Management and Principles for Responsible Investment. Data as at March 31st, 2019. 



Integrated environmental, social & governance

RBC Global Equity strategy 
ESG, it’s just good business

We believe that our integrated ESG analysis sets us apart 
from many of our peers. To us, investing is not simply 
renting a share certificate for a period of time, but taking 
an ownership stake in a business and accepting the 
responsibility that it entails.

We believe that strong ESG practices should be considered 
as ‘contingent assets’, in that they have the potential to 
deliver more from a given set of resources and enhance a 
business’ prospects. Conversely, a company that chooses 
to compromise the future in order to enhance short-
term results is creating a ‘contingent liability’ that could 
undermine the sustainability of a business.  

Unlike traditional financial indicators, ESG factors lack 
an easily measurable monetary value, and thus, are often 
omitted in the fundamental assessment of a company. 

ESG factors are an important part of our competitive 
dynamics assessment. This leads us to favour companies 

with more sustainable and responsible business models 
that have the potential to deliver long-term financial 
performance. Our belief is that in the longer-term, this will 
translate into more accurate valuations and attractive 
absolute and relative returns for investors. 

Regulators Customers

Environment Community

Suppliers Colleagues



RBC Emerging Markets Equity strategy
Integrating sustainability into our investment process

ESG factors can have a material impact on shareholder 
value and long-term investment performance. In fact, 
long-term thinking that integrates ESG factors into 
investment decisions is at the heart of our approach. 
Our philosophy is to invest in companies that have a high 
and sustainable return on investment. We do not exclude 
companies from our investible universe on the basis 
of their participation in certain industries. Rather, the 

majority of our bottom-up research is assessing  
the sustainability element of a company’s returns  
in a comprehensive manner. We review how companies 
deal with ESG factors along with other factors such 
 as management quality, market share, barriers  
to entry, balance sheet strength, cash generation and 
profitability when determining the sustainability of a 
company’s returns.

RBC European Equity strategy 
The responsibility to do right by our investors

Short-termism and a view that ESG is a separate 
assessment criterion are both market weaknesses. 
Businesses that display long-term consistency and are 
able to withstand flux, while at the same time delivering 
compounding shareholder value, are those that can 
adopt healthy ESG practices. That, however, is only half 
of the story. We believe that healthy ESG practices drive 
attractive return profiles over a long-term horizon. In our 
view, it is a symbiotic relationship.

We scrutinise governance at every stage of our investment 
process and aim to influence governance at every 
opportunity, through voting and engagement. This is 
an integral part of what makes a business sustainable, 
successful and a suitable investment target.

As owners of businesses, we believe our access to 
management is a privilege that comes with responsibility. 
This responsibility is two-fold; to do the right thing for 
our investors while at the same time ensuring that the 
company is managing its ESG issue proactively.

Negative screening Positive/best-in-class 
screening

Investment in sectors, 
companies or projects 
selected for positive ESG 
performance relative 
to industry peers   

 Avoidance of companies 
that do not meet certain 
ESG performance thresholds

ESG thematic investing

Analysis of ESG thematic 
trends

Selection of assets specifically 
related to sustainability

Full ESG integration

Consideration of management 
quality and governance
concerns

Analysis of ESG thematic trends

Direct pricing of ESG risks

Increasing corporate 
engagement

 Exclusion of certain sectors 
or companies involved in 
activities deemed 
unacceptable or controversial 

Typical SRI processesOur ESG process









 



Governance at the heart of our  research fundamentals

Financial transparency

Corporate culture

Remuneration

Capital deployment

Dividend culture

Research & development spend

Social & environmental practices



This document is being provided by RBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited, part of RBC Global Asset Management. This document 
may not be reproduced in whole or part, and may not be delivered to any person without the consent of RBC Global Asset Management. 
This document is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other financial instrument or to participate in any investment 
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Past performance is not indicative of future results. The information contained in this report has been compiled by RBC Global Asset 
Management and/or its affiliates from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied is made to its 
accuracy, completeness or correctness. With all investments there is a risk of loss of all or a portion of the amount invested. 
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For more information, please contact us at: 
rbcgamukmarketing@rbc.com 
www.rbcgam.com

About RBC Global 
Asset Management
Royal Bank of Canada is a global financial 
institution with a purpose-driven, principles-led 
approach to delivering leading performance. Our 
success comes from the 86,000 employees who 
bring our vision, values and strategy to life so 
we can help our clients thrive and communities 
prosper. As Canada’s biggest bank, and one 
of the largest in the world based on market 
capitalisation, we have a diversified business 
model with a focus on innovation and providing 
exceptional experiences to our 16 million clients 
in Canada, the U.S. and 34 other countries. 
Today, RBC Global Asset Management manages 
US$350 billion.

Client focused
§§ Investment service excellence

§§ Service belief pervades the firm

§§  Different clients, different needs,
different solutions

Investment led
§§ 23 specialist investment teams

§§  Disciplined and accountable for delivering
client performance

§§  Supported by access to global tools
and resources

Corporate stability
§§ Risk management infrastructure

§§ Strength and stability

§§ Commitment to asset management

Fund Category ISIN Number

RBC Emerging Markets Equity  Emerging Market Equity LU0894190932 

RBC Emerging Markets  
Value Equity Emerging Market Equity LU1217269478 

RBC Emerging Markets Small 
Cap Equity Emerging Market Equity LU1217269809 

RBC Emerging Markets  
Equity Focus Emerging Market Equity LU1868742773 

RBC Emerging Markets Multi-
Strategy Equity Emerging Market Equity LU1760003332 

RBC Global Equity Focus Global Equity LU1096671539 

RBC Vision Global Horizon Equity Global Equity LU1868743318 

RBC Global Resources Sector Equity LU0444594930 

RBC U.S. Small Cap Equity U.S. Equity LU0687669076 

RBC U.S. Equity Focus U.S. Equity LU1868743821 

RBC Asia ex Japan Equity Asian Equity LU1096671026 

RBC China Champions Asian Equity LU1868743078 

RBC Japan Ishin Asian Equity LU1868742344 

RBC European Equity Focus European Equity LU1217268827 

RBC Canadian Equity Value  Canadian Equity LU0569851230 

RBC Global Bond Global Fixed Income LU0820967361 

RBC U.S. Investment Grade 
Corporate Bond U.S. Fixed Income LU0494129082  

No investment should be made in one of these products without careful consideration 
of the Prospectus for the Funds and the Key Investor Information Document for the 
relevant Sub-Fund, each available at www.rbcgam.com or from your contact at RBC 
Global Asset Management.

Luxembourg SICAV fund range


